THE PEACOCK
MEDITERRANEAN WINE SERIES
We host wine dinners several
times a year that highlight
mediterranean wine producers.

FRANCE

ABOUT JOSEP SAMSÓ &
RAVENTÓS i BLANC
Raventos has one of the longest documented
winemaking traditions in the world, if not the
longest. Their family’s estate dates back to 1497

Our February featured producer —

and they produced the first bottle-fermented
sparkling wine in Spain in the late 1800’s. Cava is

RAVENTÓS i BLANC spain
Conca del Riu Anoia
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an officially recognized appellation in Spain for
sparkling wine but also holds the not-so-flattering
recognition as the only non-contiguous appellation

NTAINS

for wine production in Spain. To translate, the
appellation has been expanded over recent

O

history with many producers (including Raventos)

• BARCELONA

believing that the credibility of the appellation

RAVENTÓS
i BLANC

MADRID •

has been watered-down. In 2012, they stopped
labeling Cava on their sparkling wines and instead
created Conca del Riu Anoia as an appellation and

SPAIN

remain as the only producer that label as such.

• PALMA

VALENCIA •

MURCIA •
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WINES FROM RAVENTÓS i BLANC
By the Glass
2017 Blanc de Blancs ����������������������������������������� 12

By the Bottle
2014 Textures de Pedra Blanc de Negres ���� 100

Sparkling wine that whets your palate for a big

Take a ride on the wild side. Made from

Mediterranean experience. Crisp, clean and mineral.

grapes sourced from some of the highest
elevations of their estate. Mineral, textured,

2017 Rose de Nit��������������������������������������������������� 15
This is serious sparkling rose that pleases

and surprisingly juicy. Very distinct.

2007 Mas del Serral���������������������������������������300

everyone and surprises with its creamy and
rich palate. Red fruits, doughy, and delicious.

ALGERIA

MOROCCO
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This wine has the same qualities of a top

2016 de La Finca��������������������������������������������������20

Champagne but tastes of the area and brings the
entire estate into a romantic focus. Super old

Some of the oldest vines from the entire Raventos

vines, single site and every detail approached

estate go into this wine. This wine shows the

from the perspective of an artisan. This is one

heart of the estate and what they stand for.

of the best sparkling wines in the world.
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